The creation of associations among distinct elements (*relational binding*) is a critical function of the hippocampus (Eichenbaum, Otto, & Cohen, [@CIT0020]; Moses & Ryan, [@CIT0028]; Ryan & Cohen, [@CIT0046]), and supports the formation of memories for events or episodes. A hallmark task of relational binding function is the transverse patterning (TP) task in which the relations among items must be learned. TP is akin to the childhood game, "rock-paper-scissors" (RPS) in which the reward value of a given stimulus depends on the identity of another stimulus (e.g., A wins over B, B wins over C, and C wins over A). Learning of novel arbitrary relations in TP is traditionally found to be impaired in amnesic individuals with damage to the hippocampus and its extended network (Rickard & Grafman, [@CIT0043]; Rickard, Verfaellie, & Grafman, [@CIT0044]) and in nonhuman animals with hippocampal lesions (Alvarado & Bachevalier, [@CIT0005]; Alvarado & Rudy, [@CIT0006]; Driscoll, Howard, Prusky, Rudy, & Sutherland, [@CIT0019]; but see Bussey, Warburton, Aggleton, & Muir, [@CIT0010]; Saksida, Bussey, Buckmaster, & Murray, [@CIT0048]). The ability to form relations among arbitrary items is also impaired in aging (Naveh-Benjamin, [@CIT0031]), and is thought to reflect age-related changes in hippocampal function (Giovanello, Kensinger, Wong, & Schacter, [@CIT0021]; Rondina et al., [@CIT0045]), among other brain regions (Miller et al., [@CIT0024]; Sperling, [@CIT0049]). Compared to their younger counterparts, older adults show impaired recognition of associations but intact recognition of the items themselves (Naveh-Benjamin, Guez, Kilb, & Reedy, [@CIT0032]; Old & Naveh-Benjamin, [@CIT0037]). Germane to the present work, older adults, similar to amnesic individuals, are impaired on TP (Driscoll et al., [@CIT0018]; Ostreicher, Moses, Rosenbaum, & Ryan, [@CIT0039]), and these age-related impairments on TP are significantly related to lower hippocampal volumes (Driscoll et al., [@CIT0018]). Despite impaired learning for arbitrary relations in TP, both amnesic cases (Moses, Ostreicher, Rosenbaum, & Ryan, [@CIT0027]; Ryan, Moses, Barense, & Rosenbaum, [@CIT0047]) and older adults (Ostreicher et al., [@CIT0039]) show intact learning in conditions with semantically rich relations, such as RPS.

*Unitization* is a training strategy that has recently been shown to help some amnesic cases circumvent their relational binding deficits on versions of TP that require arbitrary relations to be learned (D'Angelo, Kacollja, Rabin, Rosenbaum, & Ryan, [@CIT0015]; Ryan et al., [@CIT0047]). Unitization encourages the fusing of distinct items, through an action, into a single unit from which the relations among the items can then be derived. Whereas with relational binding the elements and their respective relations are each stored separately, unitization integrates multiple representations into a single unit (Graf & Schacter, [@CIT0023]). From this fused representation, the relations among the items may be derived, obviating the need for storage of the relations themselves. With this unitization strategy, two amnesic cases (D.A. in Ryan et al., [@CIT0047]; N.C. in D'Angelo et al., [@CIT0015]) were able to learn arbitrary relations in the TP task, and retain them following extended delays (e.g., 1 month). This stands in contrast to their impaired learning under standard training conditions, for which no cognitive strategy was provided and the relations had to be learned through trial and error. Unitization may have supported learning in these cases by reducing reliance on hippocampal-dependent relational binding and increasing reliance on fused representations.

In the present study, we examined whether unitization could circumvent relational binding deficits in older adults and support their TP performance, as it does in some amnesic cases. We also hypothesized that the ability of older adults to capitalize on a unitization strategy may depend on cognitive status. In particular, there is accumulating evidence that a subset of nominally healthy, community-dwelling older adults may show significant, early signs of preclinical cognitive decline. Newsome, Duarte, and Barense ([@CIT0033]) compared individuals with mild cognitive impairment (MCI) with two groups of nominally healthy older adults on a perceptual interference task shown to recruit the perirhinal cortex (Barense et al., [@CIT0008]). The healthy older adults were separated into these two groups based on whether they passed the Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA), which is a brief standardized cognitive assessment tool that is often used to discriminate healthy control participants from clients with MCI (Nasreddine et al., [@CIT0030]). Critically, Newsome et al. found that individuals with MCI and older adults who failed the MoCA were impaired on the perceptual interference task, relative to the older adults who passed the MoCA. Given that performance in the group of nominally healthy older adults who failed the MoCA did not significantly differ from performance in the patients with MCI, Newsome and colleagues suggested that these otherwise healthy older adults might be at risk for clinically significant cognitive decline. In a subsequent study, Newsome, Pun, Smith, Ferber, and Barense ([@CIT0034]) also found that nominally healthy older adults who failed the MoCA showed electrophysiological signatures similar to those with MCI and AD in an auditory odd-ball task (e.g., reduced P300 amplitude). The vulnerability to interference in those who fail the MoCA has also been shown to extend to memory (Yeung, Ryan, Cowell, & Barense, [@CIT0055]). Yeung et al. found that relative to those who pass the MoCA, those who fail the MoCA show greater false recognition for novel items that have a significant degree of feature overlap with previously studied items. In these studies, nominally healthy older adults who failed the MoCA tended to fail because of poor performance on the delayed recall section of the MoCA, but generally performed within the average range on neuropsychological tests. In sum, prior work (Newsome et al., [@CIT0033]; Yeung et al., [@CIT0055]) has demonstrated that, although the MoCA is not a specific proxy of medial temporal lobe (MTL) function, nominally healthy older adults who fail the MoCA show early signs of cognitive impairment on MTL-dependent tasks, relative to those who pass the MoCA.

In order to determine whether older adults who are cognitively intact and those with early signs of cognitive impairments can similarly capitalize on a unitization strategy, two groups of nominally healthy and community-dwelling older adults were tested on TP under standard conditions for which knowledge regarding the relations among the stimuli could be based on rich semantic information (RPS) and under conditions in which the arbitrary relations among the stimuli had to be learned within the confines of the experiment. Both groups were also tested on a condition for which the unitization strategy was provided to support learning of arbitrary relations among stimuli. As in prior work (Newsome et al., [@CIT0033], [@CIT0034]; Yeung et al., [@CIT0055]), these two groups differed based on whether the individuals passed the MoCA. Our five predictions for the two groups and the tasks were as follows: (1) Given accumulating evidence that older adults who fail the MoCA show preclinical signs of cognitive decline on MTL-dependent tasks (Newsome et al., [@CIT0033]), we predicted that older adults who failed the MoCA would show overall greater impairment on TP than those who passed the MoCA. (2) Based on the prior work from our lab (Ostreicher et al., [@CIT0039]), we predicted that older adults in both groups would show impairments on standard versions of TP with arbitrary relations relative to a semantically rich RPS condition. (3) Given our hypothesis that unitization is a viable strategy to support a relational memory impairment (Ryan et al., [@CIT0047]), we predicted that both groups would show better performance on TP with unitized training relative to the standard training.

Our fourth and fifth predictions were based on the hypothesis that individuals who failed the MoCA have impairments that are selective for MTL-dependent processes (Newsome et al., [@CIT0033]; [@CIT0034]; Yeung et al., [@CIT0055]), such as relational binding. Therefore, we additionally predicted that, (4) relative to those who passed the MoCA, those who failed the MoCA would show larger TP impairments on a standard TP task with arbitrary relations than in a condition with semantically rich relations (RPS). (5) Similarly, we predicted that relative to those who passed the MoCA, those who failed the MoCA would show larger TP impairments with arbitrary relations under standard training than unitized training. If our predictions are borne out, this would in turn support the hypothesis that individuals who failed the MoCA have selective decline in MTL function including relational binding. However, a failure to find support for these predictions would instead suggest that individuals who failed the MoCA have broader cognitive impairments than has previously been reported. Broad cognitive impairments would cause difficulties in the effective use of cognitive strategies like unitization to mitigate impaired relational binding.

Methods {#S0002}
=======

Participants {#S0002-S2001}
------------

For the present study, older adults were recruited to fill two groups of 20 participants, where the groups differed based on whether participants passed the MoCA (i.e., scored 26/30 or higher; Newsome et al., [@CIT0033]). Individuals who reported English as their second language were excluded from this study, as the MoCA has only been standardized on monolingual speakers (Nasreddine et al., [@CIT0030]). Inclusion criteria included no known neurological conditions, and no history of concussions. Seven older adults (four who failed the MoCA and three who passed the MoCA) participated in the study but were excluded for the following reasons. Six participants (four who failed the MoCA and two who passed the MoCA) only participated in the TP tests and did not return for later neuropsychological testing and elemental testing, and one participant (who passed the MoCA) did not finish the training portion of the elemental task due to a computer problem.

The final sample consisted of 20 older adults who had MoCA scores below the cutoff of 26 (*M~score~* = 23.1, *Range* = 18--25), who formed the lower MoCA group (13 female, *M~age~* = 71.6 years, *SD* = 6.8, *M~education~* = 15.4 years, *SD* = 2.8, 14 right-handed), and 20 older adults who had MoCA scores above 26 (*M~score~* = 27.8, *Range* = 26--30), who formed the higher MoCA group (17 female, *M~age~* = 71.4 years, *SD* = 5.6, *M~education~* = 15.0 years, *SD* = 2.9, 18 right-handed). Notably, individuals in the lower MoCA group tended to fail the MoCA because of poor performance on the delayed recall portion of the MoCA (*M* ~lower\ MoCA~ = 1.7 vs. *M* ~higher\ MoCA~ = 4.0). Participants were recruited from the Adult Volunteer Pool at the University of Toronto and completed testing in two or three testing sessions. The study was approved by the University of Toronto Ethics Review Board. All participants gave informed written consent and received monetary compensation. At the time of testing, none of the participants had a formal diagnosis of MCI or any other cognitive impairment, and were all nominally healthy, community-dwelling, older adults. We note one participant in the lower MoCA group had a MoCA score of 18, which might suggest that he/she has significant impairment. However, as this and all individuals in the lower MoCA group were nominally healthy and had no clinical diagnoses at the time of testing, more work is needed to determine the clinical significance of low MoCA scores in nominally healthy older adults.

Apparatus and stimuli {#S0002-S2002}
---------------------

The apparatus and stimuli were similar to those used in Ryan et al. ([@CIT0047]). The experiment was programmed using E-prime, and the stimuli were presented on a Dell laptop computer. Three stimuli (A, B, C) were used in each of the three TP conditions: RPS, Shapes-Standard, and Shapes-Unitized ([Figure 1](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}). The conditions differed in the extent to which the relations were semantically rich versus arbitrary and in terms of how training was conducted. The RPS condition contained known objects with semantically rich relations. For example, we believe that it is fair to assume that the knowledge that "scissors cut paper" is a commonly held semantic association. RPS was included in the present study as amnesic individuals traditionally demonstrate intact performance in this condition, and performance on this condition is thought to rely on access to semantic information (Moses et al., [@CIT0027]; Ryan et al., [@CIT0047]) as mediated by extra-hippocampal structures including left prefrontal and temporal cortical structures (Moses et al., [@CIT0029]). RPS was used then as a contrast to standard TP with other known objects for which arbitrary relations had to be acquired within the experimental session. The RPS stimuli depicted the hand game where rock crushes scissors, scissors cut paper, and paper covers rock. Unlike our prior work (Moses et al., [@CIT0027]; Ostreicher et al., [@CIT0039]; Ryan et al., [@CIT0047]), the majority of participants in the present study were unfamiliar with the rules of RPS (13 participants from the higher MoCA group and 18 participants from the lower MoCA group). Prior to beginning the RPS condition, the experimenter asked participants if they were familiar with the rules of RPS, and asked the participants to reproduce the hand signals and rules. If participants were not familiar with the rules of RPS, the experimenter described the rules and had the participants reproduce the hand signals for them prior to beginning the training phase. The experimenter used semantically rich descriptions (e.g., scissors *cuts* paper) to ensure that the 31 participants unfamiliar with RPS understood the rules prior to the experimental session.[^1^](#EN0001){ref-type="fn"} Note that although fewer individuals in the lower MoCA group had a priori knowledge of the rules of RPS, prior knowledge of RPS was not a significant predictor of accuracy on RPS (*t*(36) = −0.48, *p* = .633), while group status was a significant predictor (*t*(36) = 3.53, *p* = .001).Figure 1.**A**. Stimuli used in the three transverse patterning conditions and elemental condition. **B**. Experimental procedures. **B-1**. Example stills from the flash animations that were shown before training for the unitized condition. Flash animations depicted one object physically interacting with the other object with the relations of squish, pierce, or cover. **B-2**. Training procedures. **B-2a**. Standard training (RPS, Shapes, and Elemental) presented two stimuli, one on each side of the screen, and participants were required to select the correct item that "wins". Responses were self-paced and feedback was provided. **B-2b**. Unitized training was identical to standard training except that a still image from the animations was included in the center of the stimulus display ("U") to serve as a "hint" for which stimulus was correct. **B-3**. Test procedures. All test blocks, regardless of whether training was standard or unitized, and regardless if the test was immediate or after an hour delay, followed the same procedure and the same stimulus arrangement. Note that for ease of illustration, the stimuli are shown by their corresponding letters (A--C for the stimulus elements, U for the unitization cue); however, such letters were not presented to the participants.

The Shapes-Standard and Shapes-Unitized conditions also contained known objects (e.g., star, trapezoid, arch, circle, crescent, cross; see [Figure 1](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}), but the relations among the objects were arbitrary and expected to be unknown before the experimental session. In all conditions, participants were trained on the relations A + B--, B + C--, and C + A--.

Participants were also given an Elemental task for which relational binding is not required. In the elemental task, performance can be guided by the associative strength of the individual items (i.e., one item always wins and another always loses), and is not dependent on hippocampal function; amnesic cases with damage to the hippocampus and its extended system show intact performance on the elemental task, but impaired performance on TP (Rickard & Grafman, [@CIT0043]). Three additional, known geometric shapes with arbitrary, previously unknown relations were used as stimuli in the Elemental task and participants were trained on a hierarchy of relations: (A \> B \> C; see [Figure 1](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}).

Procedure {#S0002-S2003}
---------

Participants completed two or three testing sessions depending on their availability. In the first session, participants were trained and tested on the three TP conditions, which were presented in the following order: RPS, Shapes, and Shapes-Unitized. RPS was always administered first based on prior work showing that semantically rich conditions such as RPS can support TP learning in older adults (Ostreicher et al., [@CIT0039]). Shapes-Unitized was always administered last so as to not influence strategies on the Shapes-Standard condition.

In a subsequent session, participants completed the elemental task and, if needed, neuropsychological testing; however, some participants completed the elemental task and neuropsychological testing in two separate sessions. Three participants completed the neuropsychological testing prior to the TP session as part of other studies in the laboratory. The elemental task was completed on a separate day from the TP conditions to minimize interference regarding the organization of response rules. In all three TP conditions and the elemental condition, participants completed a training phase, followed by two test phases: one test phase was given immediately following training and a second test phase was given following a one-hour delay in order to minimize the influence of working memory/online maintenance strategies on test performance (see D'Angelo et al., [@CIT0015]; Ryan et al., [@CIT0047]).

### Training phase {#S0002-S2003-S3001}

Training procedures are shown in [Figure 1](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}B and were identical to those used in our prior work (Moses et al., [@CIT0027]; Ostreicher et al., [@CIT0039]; Ryan et al., [@CIT0047]). With the exception of the RPS condition, participants were not informed of the relations among the stimuli and were required to learn the relations by trial and error. Participants were shown two objects on every trial, and their task was to select one of the objects. Participants responded using the keys "P" and "Q" on the laptop keyboard to indicate the left and right stimulus, respectively. Feedback was provided on every trial to indicate whether or not they were performing the task correctly: a happy-face cartoon and the caption "Good Job!" and an angry-face cartoon and the caption "Wrong!" were displayed following correct and incorrect responses, respectively. Mean accuracy was presented at the end of each block of trials.

As in our prior work (Moses et al., [@CIT0027]; Ostreicher et al., [@CIT0039]; Ryan et al., [@CIT0047]), training unfolded over five stages. In the first stage, participants completed a block of 10 trials of one pair (e.g., AB × 10), followed by a block of 10 trials of the next pair (e.g., BC × 10), and, lastly, a block of 10 trials of the third pair (e.g., CA × 10). In the second stage, participants completed a block consisting of five trials of each of the pairs in a consecutive order (e.g., \[AB, BC, CA\] × 5). The third stage consisted of three blocks; for each block, participants completed three presentations of each of the pairs in a consecutive order (e.g., \[AB, BC, CA\] × 3). In the fourth stage, participants completed a block of trials in which the three pairs were presented nine times (e.g., \[AB, BC, CA\] × 9). Lastly, in the fifth stage, participants were presented with two blocks in which each of the pairs appeared 18 times in a pseudorandom order. If a participant's accuracy was less than 50% for a block of trials, the block was repeated. The participants completed a minimum of 207 trials across the five stages during the training phase.

Training in the Shapes-Unitized condition was identical to training in the Shapes-Standard condition with the following exceptions. Prior to commencing the training phase, participants watched three animations that highlighted the relations among the three stimuli. Each animation depicted two items interacting such that a winner was made clear. The interactions were as follows: the circle squished the crescent, the crescent stabbed the plus sign, and the plus sign covered the circle. For each animation, the experimenter verbally described the animation without labeling the objects and asked participants to point to the object they thought would be the winner (e.g., "this object is squishing this other object, if you had to pick, which one do you think would be the winner?"). Participants were corrected if they chose the incorrect object. The training phase was identical to the other conditions, with the exception that a final still from each of the animations was presented centrally between the two items to remind the participants of the animations and to encourage the formation of a fused or unitized representation. One unitized image (U) was presented on each trial and corresponded to the animation depicting the two items presented on the current trial ([Figure 1](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}B-2). Note that participants were never explicitly given the TP rule (A + B--, B + C--, C + A--) in either the Shapes-Standard or Shapes-Unitized conditions. The unitization strategy merely highlighted the winner in each pair using the animations.

### Test phase {#S0002-S2003-S3002}

Participants completed both an immediate and 1-hour delay test for all conditions ([Figure 1](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}B-3). Both tests consisted of 12 trials, in which each pair was shown four times. Test phases were identical in all conditions---the central unitized images were not presented in the test phase in the Shapes-Unitized condition. Throughout training and test phases, each object was presented equally often on each side of the display (left/right).

Post-experimental questionnaires were administered to each participant for each condition to assess awareness of the relationships and perceived learning strategies (see Ostreicher et al., [@CIT0039]); however, due to experimenter error, the first 8 participants in the lower MoCA group and first 9 participants in the higher MoCA group did not receive the full questionnaires. Therefore, issues of awareness will not be considered for the present purposes.

Neuropsychological testing {#S0002-S2004}
--------------------------

Cognitive profiles for the two participant groups were obtained via neuropsychological assessment. All participants completed the neuropsychological assessment within 1 year of experimental testing (see Newsome et al., [@CIT0033], [@CIT0034]; Yeung et al., [@CIT0055]). The battery consisted of the Logical Memory subtest from the Wechsler Memory Scale IV (WMS) (Wechsler, [@CIT0053]), Trails A & B (Reitan & Wolfson, [@CIT0042]), the Digit Span subtest of the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS) (Wechsler, Coalson, & Raiford, 2008), the Rey--Osterrieth Complex Figure (Osterrieth, [@CIT0038]), the Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence (WASI) (Wechsler, [@CIT0052]), and the Visual Object and Space Perception Battery (VOSP) (Warrington & James, [@CIT0051]).

Results from the neuropsychological testing are shown in [Table 1](#T0001){ref-type="table"}. The neuropsychological tests were used to characterize differences between the two groups using Cohen's *d*, as it is not expected to alter in a systematic way with changes in sample size. Cohen's *d* was used to show on which tests the two groups showed small, medium, large, and very large differences. Recall that *d* values of 0.2, 0.5, and 0.8 are considered small, medium, and large effects, respectively (Cohen, [@CIT0012]). Additionally, we have labeled *d* values over 1.0 to highlight "very large" effects. Scaled scores are presented for all measures with the following exceptions. Given the age range of the participants, the two groups were compared only on raw scores on Story B from the WMS, as it was common to all participants. The WASI scores presented are *t*-scores and the VOSP scores are raw scores. Overall, the neuropsychological testing revealed that mean performance in the two groups fell within the normal range (high average to low average-borderline). Both groups had high-average to average performance on the WASI and on Trails A & B. Participants had average to low-average performance on the Rey--Osterrieth Complex Figure test; low-average performance was observed only for the lower MoCA group. Participants in both groups had average performance on the forward digit span subtest of the WAIS. The higher MoCA group and lower MoCA group, respectively, had low-average and low-average/borderline performance on the backward digit span subtest.Table 1.Mean (*SD*) and range of performance for each test in the neuropsychological assessment for each group. Higher MoCA groupLower MoCA groupEffect size (Cohen's *d*) Age in years71.2 (5.5)71.6 (6.8)0.03  60--7959--82  Education14.8 (2.9)15.4 (2.8)0.14 10--2212--24  MoCA27.8 (1.3)23.1 (1.8)3.03 26--3018--25  Visuospatial/executive4.2 (0.9)3.5 (0.9)0.76 2--51--5  Naming2.9 (0.4)2.6 (0.6)0.52 2--31--3  Attention5.9 (0.4)5.2 (0.9)1.03 5--63--6  Language2.8 (0.4)2.6 (0.8)0.25 2--31--4  Abstraction2.0 (0.2)1.8 (0.4)0.60 1--21--2  Delayed recall4.0 (1.0)1.7 (1.2)2.03 2--50--4  Orientation6.0 (0.0)5.6 (0.8)0.97 6--63--6  Wechsler Memory Scale IV -- Logical MemoryImmediate recall14.2 (3.2)12.6 (4.9)0.39 8--204--22  Delayed recall12.2 (4.2)8.4 (4.6)0.86 3--200--16  Recognition12.2 (2.1)10.8 (1.8)0.76 7--157--13  Rey--Osterrieth Complex FigureCopy10.1 (3.9)^A^9.6 (4.5)^A^0.13 3--183--18  Immediate recall10.0 (3.6)^A^8.3 (2.7)^ALA^0.54 3--184--14  Delayed recall9.5 (3.3)^A^7.0 (3.8)^LA^0.71 3--142--13  Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of IntelligenceVocabulary57.9 (8.8)^HA^51.1 (14.7)^A^0.58 44--7520--74  Similarities57.8 (7.4)^HA^56.1 (8.8)^A^0.20 35--7035--67  Matrix reasoning59.8 (11.7)^HA^56.0 (8.2)^A^0.38 24--7442--69  Block design53.4 (9.8)^A^48.8 (9.9)^A^0.47 34--7230--68  Trails    Trail A10.6 (2.8)^A^8.9 (2.8)^A^0.60 6--164--14  Trail B12.3 (2.5)^AHA^9.5 (2.0)^A^1.30 8--167--13  Wechsler Adult Intelligence ScaleForward digit span10.2 (3.4)^A^9.1 (2.8)^A^0.35 4--194--15 Backward digit span7.9 (1.9)^LA^6.3 (3.2)^LAB^0.62 5--112--14  Visual Object and Space Perception BatteryShape detection (/20)19.1 (1.0)18.9 (1.3)0.18 (cutoff score \< 15)17--2017--20  Incomplete letter (/20)19.6 (0.5)18.9 (1.2)0.87 (cutoff score \< 16)19--2016--20 Silhouettes (/30)20.3 (4.6)20.0 (5.5)0.05 (cutoff score \< 15)10--279--30  Object decision (/20)17.2 (2.4)16.9 (1.5)0.15 (cutoff score \< 14)11--2014--20  Progressive Silhouettes (/20)10.0 (2.6)11.0 (3.9)0.31 (cutoff score \> 15)6--154--18  Dot counting (/10)10.0 (0.0)9.9 (0.3)0.65 (cutoff score \< 8)10--109--10  Position discrimination (/20)19.8 (0.6)18.8 (2.0)0.76 (cutoff score \< 18)18--2012--20  Number location (/10)9.5 (0.8)8.4 (1.9)0.84 (cutoff score \< 7)8--102--10  Cube analysis (/10)9.6 (0.5)9.0 (1.3)0.66 (cutoff score \< 6)9--105--10  [^1]

The two groups showed medium to very large difference on delayed tests of memory (WMS delayed recall, WMS delayed recognition, Rey--Osterrieth delayed recall), tests of executive function (Trails A & B), working memory (WAIS backwards digit span), visual perceptual processing (VOSP incomplete letters, position discrimination, number location, cube analysis), and semantic memory (WASI vocabulary), each of which may be an important component process of unitization. Note that these group differences occur within the context of performance that generally falls within age norms. The fact that performance fell within age norms further suggests that lower MoCA group are nominally healthy individuals who show early signs of impairment in the absence of clinical signs of cognitive decline.

Data analysis {#S0003}
=============

Primary analysis consisted of a targeted analysis of variance to address the five predictions of TP performance outlined in the "Introduction". Supplementary analyses were also conducted to characterize further TP performance and the effect of unitization in these groups.

Predictions-based analysis for TP conditions {#S0003-S2001}
--------------------------------------------

Performance on the TP conditions was evaluated based on performance on the 1-hour delay test to reduce the contribution of extended online maintenance of relations to performance (D'Angelo et al., [@CIT0015]; Ryan et al., [@CIT0047]). The five predictions outlined in the "Introduction" were assessed using a targeted mixed-effects analysis of variance (ANOVA) that included Group (higher/lower MoCA) as a between-subject contrast, two within-subject contrasts of Condition: one for Shapes-Standard versus RPS and another for Shapes-Standard versus Shapes-Unitized, and two interactions between Group and Condition, which tested the effect of group on each of the contrasts of Condition. This targeted mixed-effects ANOVA was used to test our predictions directly and to avoid multiple comparisons. In particular we were not interested in comparisons between RPS and Unitization. The targeted ANOVA used here is similar to a group by task repeated-measures ANOVA, but does not include all comparisons between the three TP conditions. Results for the immediate test are reported in the [Appendix](#app0001) for comparison. Our first prediction was that older adults who failed the MoCA would show greater TP impairment than those who passed the MoCA. This prediction was tested based on the effect of Group.Our second prediction was that older adults would show relational memory impairments for arbitrary relations (i.e., lower performance on the standard version of TP relative to a semantically rich condition). This prediction was tested using the first Condition contrast, which compared performance between the Shapes-Standard and RPS conditions.Our third prediction was that unitization could ameliorate relational memory impairments in older adults. This prediction was tested using the second Condition contrast, which compared performance between Shapes-Standard and Shapes-Unitized conditions.Our fourth prediction was that the lower MoCA group would show disproportionate impairments in relational memory for arbitrary relations, which would cause a larger group difference in the Shapes-Standard condition than in the RPS condition, in which prior knowledge can support learning of semantically rich relations (see Moses et al., [@CIT0029]). This prediction was tested with the interaction between Group and the first Condition contrast (Shapes-Standard vs. RPS). Critically, we predicted a significant interaction with the lower MoCA group showing larger impairments on TP with arbitrary relations (Shapes) than on the semantically rich relations (RPS).Similarly, our fifth prediction was that the lower MoCA group would show disproportionate impairments in relational memory for arbitrary relations under standard training, which would cause a larger group difference in the Shapes-Standard condition than in the Shapes-Unitized condition. This prediction was tested with the interaction between Group and the second Condition contrast (Shapes-Standard vs. Shapes-Unitized). Critically, we predicted a significant interaction with the lower MoCA group having lower accuracy than the higher MoCA group for arbitrary relations under standard training procedures relative to unitized training.

Supplementary TP analyses {#S0003-S2002}
-------------------------

The benefit of unitization was further examined in individuals whose cognitive status was healthy (MoCA ≥ 26) and who were not already performing at ceiling under standard training conditions (Shapes-Standard \< 100% correct). Specifically, performance in the Shapes-Standard and Shapes-Unitized conditions was assessed in the healthy group after removing participants who had ceiling performance on the Shapes-Standard delay test. Performance in the remaining participants was analyzed using a repeated -measures ANOVA with condition (Shapes-Standard, Shapes-Unitized) as a within-subject factor.

To examine whether impaired test performance was the result of impaired training, training accuracy was analyzed using an identical ANOVA to what was used in the analysis of 1-hour delay test accuracy. Note that analyses conducted with trials to criterion during training as the dependent measure yielded a similar pattern of results.

Elemental task {#S0003-S2003}
--------------

To contrast further the two groups on a non-hippocampal dependent task, the accuracy on the 1-hour delay test of the Elemental task was examined as a function of group using a one-way ANOVA with group (higher MoCA/lower MoCA) as a between-subjects factor. Accuracy during training on the Elemental task was also examined as a function of group in an identical analysis.

Results {#S0004}
=======

We first present the results of our prediction-based analyses for the TP conditions, followed by supplementary analyses of the TP conditions and analyses of Elemental task performance.

Predictions-based analysis for TP conditions {#S0004-S2001}
--------------------------------------------

Mean accuracy on the TP tests is presented in [Figure 2](#F0002){ref-type="fig"} as a function of group, delay, and condition, along with the elemental threshold (accuracy = 0.67, depicted as a dotted line in [Figures 2](#F0002){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}). The elemental threshold reflects the maximum score achievable if an elemental learning rule is incorrectly applied to a TP task (e.g., a "winner-takes-all" rule). If an individual fails to use relational learning and instead uses elemental learning, only two-thirds (67%) of the relations can be correctly learned. Therefore, individuals who perform at or below this criterion are considered to have impaired relational learning (D'Angelo et al., [@CIT0015]; Rickard & Grafman, [@CIT0043]; Rickard et al., [@CIT0044]; Ryan et al., [@CIT0047]).Figure 2.Mean accuracy in the test phases of the TP tasks as a function of group, delay, and condition. For each condition, we plot performance in the higher MoCA and lower MoCA groups for the immediate and 1-hour delay tests. Error bars represent the 95% confidence interval of the mean corrected for between-subject variability (Morey, [@CIT0025]). The dotted line represents the elemental threshold (0.67---see text for details). Figure 3.Mean accuracy on the hour delay test as a function of condition for higher MoCA older adults who were not at ceiling on the immediate test. Error bars represent the 95% confidence interval of the mean corrected for between-subject variability (Morey, [@CIT0025]). The dotted line represents the elemental threshold (accuracy = 0.67).

Below we report analyses on accuracy from the 1-hour delay tests (analyses on accuracy from the immediate tests showed the same pattern and are presented in the [Appendix](#app0001)). [Table 2](#T0002){ref-type="table"} presents the results of the overall ANOVA with the contrasts specified above. Our first prediction that older adults in the lower MoCA group would show greater impairments than those in the higher MoCA group was supported. Participants in the lower MoCA group had lower overall accuracy (*M* = 0.66, *SE* = 0.05) than did those in the higher MoCA group (*M* = 0.89, *SE* = 0.04; *F*(1, 38) = 26.3, *p* \< .001, η^2^ *~p~* = 0.41).Our second prediction that older adults would show greater impairments on TP with arbitrary relations than with semantically rich relations was supported. Overall, accuracy was lower in the Shapes-Standard condition (*M* = 0.69, *SE* = 0.04) than in the RPS condition (*M* = 0.88, *SE* = 0.03; *F*(1, 76) = 24.9, *p* \< .001, η^2^ *~p~* = 0.25).Our third prediction that unitization would support relational memory impairments for arbitrary relations in older adults was marginally supported. Although overall accuracy was numerically higher in the Shapes-Unitized condition (*M* = 0.76, *SE* = 0.03) than in the Shapes-Standard condition (*M* = 0.69, *SE* = 0.04), the effect of condition was statistically indeterminate (*F*(1, 76) = 3.8, *p* = .056, η^2^ *~p~* = 0.05).Our fourth prediction was that the lower MoCA group would show disproportionate impairments in relational memory for arbitrary relations, which would cause a larger group difference in the Shapes-Standard condition than in the RPS condition, in which prior knowledge can support learning of semantically rich relations. Our fourth prediction was not supported (*F*(1, 76) = 0.72, *p* = .399, η^2^ *~p~* = 0.01). Failure to find a significant interaction indicates that the difference in the group effect between the Shapes-Standard condition and the RPS condition was not sufficiently large. This negative result was not driven by equivalent performance in the Shapes-Standard condition for the two groups (lower MoCA: *M* = 0.58, *SE* = 0.05; higher MoCA: *M* = 0.81, *SE* = 0.05), but was due to large differences between groups in both conditions (RPS performance---lower MoCA: *M* = 0.87, *SE* = 0.03; higher MoCA: *M* = 0.98, *SE* = 0.01), as was found in the results from Prediction 1.Our fifth prediction was that the lower MoCA group would show disproportionate impairments in relational memory for arbitrary relations, which would cause a larger group difference in the Shapes-Standard condition than in the Shapes-Unitized condition. Our fifth prediction was not supported (*F*(1, 76) = 0.28, *p* = .598, η^2^ *~p~* = 0.003). Once again, failure to find a significant interaction was driven by worse performance in the lower MoCA group in both conditions, consistent with the results from Prediction 1. Note that even with unitized training, mean accuracy in the Shapes-Unitized condition in the lower MoCA group was below the elemental threshold and the confidence interval around their performance included the elemental threshold (*M* = 0.62; 95% CI = 0.54--0.71). Table 2.Results of overall ANOVA on delay test performance with specified contrasts (Df, degrees of freedom; SS, sum of squares; MS, mean squared values). DfSSMS*Fp*η^2^*~p~*Group11.6531.65326.3\<.0010.41Error (Group)382.3910.063   Condition Contrast 1: Shapes-Standard vs. RPS10.6250.62524.9\<.0010.25Condition Contrast 2: Shapes-Standard vs. Shapes-Unitized10.0950.0953.77.0560.05Group by Contrast 1 (Shapes-Standard vs. RPS)10.0180.0180.72.3990.01Group by Contrast 2 (Shapes-Standard vs. Shapes-Unitized)10.0070.0070.28.5980.003Error (condition)761.9080.025   

The results from our tests of predictions four and five suggest that individuals in the lower MoCA group likely have broader cognitive impairments than previously thought.[^2^](#EN0002){ref-type="fn"} The nature of their impairments is discussed in the "General discussion" section.

Supplementary TP analyses {#S0004-S2002}
-------------------------

As is evident from [Figure 2](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}, performance in the higher MoCA group was above the elemental threshold in the Shapes-Standard condition. Nine of the 20 higher MoCA participants had 100% accuracy on the Shapes-Standard condition, even after the hour delay. Anecdotally, some of these participants spontaneously self-reported using a unitization-like strategy to remember the relations (e.g., imagining the items interacting together). As a more stringent test of how unitization can support relational memory impairments in aging, performance was re-examined in the higher MoCA group after excluding the participants who were at ceiling on the Shapes-Standard delay test. Mean accuracy from the remaining 11 participants was assessed using a repeated measures ANOVA with condition (Shapes/Shapes-Unitized) as the within-subjects factor. Accuracy for this subgroup is shown in [Figure 3](#F0003){ref-type="fig"} as a function of condition. This subgroup had impaired performance (i.e., at or below the elemental threshold) in the Shapes-Standard condition (*M* = 0.65, *SE* = 0.06, 95% CI = 0.52--0.79), which improved to the above-threshold performance with unitization training (*M* = 0.83, *SE* = 0.06, 95% CI = 0.69--0.98; *F*(1, 10) = 6.92, *p* = .025, η^2^ *~p~* = 0.41). Importantly, these individuals did not show impairment on RPS (*M* = 0.99, *SE* = 0.01), and thus unlike what was observed in the lower MoCA group, this subgroup has a selective relational memory deficit in TP with arbitrary relations that can be ameliorated through unitization.

TP training data {#S0004-S2003}
----------------

The analyses presented above revealed consistent effects of group, showing that the lower MoCA group had lower accuracy than the higher MoCA group across conditions. These analyses also showed that performance on RPS was greater than in the Shapes-Standard condition, that performance on the Shapes-Unitized condition was numerically greater than in the Shapes-Standard condition, while also suggesting that the lower MoCA group may not simply have impairments selective to relational binding for arbitrary relations. To examine whether these findings found at test were due to differences that were present during training, we examined whether the differences between the two groups were similar across the RPS and Shapes-Standard conditions during training (as they were at test), as well as whether the differences between the two groups were similar across the Shapes-Standard and Shapes-Unitized conditions during training (as they were at test) using an identical ANOVA to the one described for the analysis of accuracy on the 1-hour delay test. Mean accuracy and mean number of trials presented in the training phase are presented in [Table 3](#T0003){ref-type="table"} as a function of group and condition.Table 3.Mean accuracy and mean number of trials (95% confidence interval) presented in the training phase as a function of group and condition.  TP task   RPSShapes-\
StandardShapes-UnitizedElemental\
taskHigher MoCAAccuracy0.960.810.970.96(0.95--0.97)(0.74--0.88)(0.92--1.02)(0.95--0.97)Number of trials207217207207(207--207)(204--231)(207--207)(207--208)Lower MoCAAccuracy0.830.610.890.87(0.77--0.90)(0.54--0.68)(0.83--0.96)(0.79--0.94)Number of trials211245212217(207--215)(220--269)(207--216)(207--226)

In the training phase, participants in the lower MoCA group had lower overall accuracy (*M* = 0.78, *SE* = 0.04) than did those in the higher MoCA group (*M* = 0.91, *SE* = 0.03; *F*(1, 38) = 19.7, *p* \< .001, η^2^ *~p~* = 0.34). As in the test phase, accuracy across both groups in the training phase was lower in the Shapes-Standard condition (*M* = 0.71, *SE* = 0.03) than in the RPS condition (*M* = 0.90, *SE* = 0.02; *F*(1, 76) = 13.4, *p* \< .001, η^2^ *~p~* = 0.15). In the training phase, accuracy across both groups was significantly higher in the Shapes-Unitized condition (*M* = 0.93, *SE* = 0.02) than in the Shapes-Standard condition (*M* = 0.71, *SE* = 0.03; *F*(1, 76) = 86.8, *p* \< .001, η^2^ *~p~* = 0.53).

In the analysis of delay test accuracy, the contrast for our fourth prediction revealed that performance across groups did not differ between the Shapes-Standard and RPS conditions. The analysis of accuracy during the training showed similar results, as the interaction between group and condition was not significant (*F*(1, 76) = 0.13, *p *= .720, η^2^ *~p~* = 0.01). These results indicate that the effect of group did not differ between the Shapes-Standard and RPS conditions during the training phase, similar to what was found in the test phase. This finding indicates that the effects observed at test between RPS and Shapes-Standard for the two groups could be due to differences that were measured during the training phase.

In the delay test, the examination of our fifth prediction revealed that the effect of group did not differ between the Shapes-Standard and Shapes-Unitized conditions. The contrast of accuracy during the training phase in the Shapes-Standard and Shapes-Unitized conditions for the two groups revealed that the group difference was significantly larger for the Shapes-Standard condition (difference between groups = 0.20) than the Shapes-Unitized condition (difference between groups = 0.07; *F*(1, 76) = 8.03, *p *= .006, η^2^ *~p~* = 0.10). This result shows that the differences between groups observed in the delay test were not driven by differences during training---specifically, that the low performance observed in the lower MoCA group in the Shapes-Unitized condition at test was not due to poor performance in this condition in the training phase.

Elemental task {#S0004-S2004}
--------------

Accuracy on the Elemental tests is summarized in [Table 4](#T0004){ref-type="table"}. The analysis of performance on the 1-hour delay test revealed a main effect of group, with better performance in the higher MoCA compared to the lower MoCA group (*F*(1, 38) = 7.05, *p* = .011, η^2^ *~p~* = .16). Accuracy and the number of trials to criterion in the training phase for the Elemental task are summarized in [Table 3](#T0003){ref-type="table"} as a function of group and task condition. Similar to the analysis on accuracy on the delay test, the ANOVA on the training accuracy revealed better performance for the higher MoCA compared to the lower MoCA group (*F*(1, 38) = 6.67, *p* = .014, η^2^ *~p~* = 0.15).Table 4.Mean accuracy (95% confidence interval) on the immediate and one-hour delay Elemental tests as a function of group. ImmediateOne-hour delayHigher MoCA0.990.99(0.97--1.00)(0.98--1.00)Lower MoCA0.870.88(0.78--0.96)(0.78--0.97)

Accuracy in the lower MoCA group for training and subsequent delay test was significantly lower than that of the higher MoCA group, suggesting a relative impairment. However, the lower MoCA group showed learning and retention of the elemental discriminations, as evidenced by delay test performance (*M* = 0.88, *SE* = 0.04) that was significantly above chance performance of 0.50 (*t*(20) = 9.0, *p* \< .001).

General discussion {#S0005}
==================

Although older adults have traditionally shown deficits in relational memory tasks (Naveh-Benjamin et al., [@CIT0032]), such as TP (Driscoll et al., [@CIT0018]), the present work demonstrates that unitization is a viable strategy to reduce these deficits. Findings presented here extend prior work (Newsome et al., [@CIT0033], [@CIT0034]; Yeung et al., [@CIT0055]) by showing that individuals who fail the MoCA have impairments on TP relative to those who pass the MoCA. Our findings also directly replicate previous work that showed deficits in older adults for learning arbitrary relations in the TP task (Shapes-Standard condition), but intact performance when the stimuli and their relations were known prior to the experimental session and were grounded in semantically rich knowledge (RPS condition) (Ostreicher et al., [@CIT0039]). Recently, we demonstrated that a unitization strategy can circumvent TP impairments in some amnesic cases (D'Angelo et al., [@CIT0015]; Ryan et al., [@CIT0047]). Here, we extended this recent work and showed that a unitization strategy can lead to better memory for the relations among distinct objects. Critically, in healthy older adults who showed selective impairments on standard TP, unitization considerably improved performance. Therefore, unitization can support healthy older adult performance in what is traditionally considered to be a relational memory task.

The hypothesis that individuals who fail the MoCA have greater impairments *selective* to MTL-dependent processes, such as relational memory, was not supported in this work. The present set of findings suggests that those who fail the MoCA may have more widespread impairments, as evidenced by their lower accuracy on both the RPS and Elemental conditions. Furthermore, we did not find evidence that unitization can support the large relational memory impairment observed in the lower MoCA group. Although individuals in the lower MoCA group had high performance on the Shapes-Unitized condition during training, their test performance was not significantly greater than that exhibited by the higher MoCA group, and was not greater than the elemental threshold.

In our previous work, we proposed that by using a unitization strategy, amnesic cases, D.A. and N.C., were able to shift reliance away from hippocampal-dependent relational binding and toward an alternative cognitive function (D'Angelo et al., [@CIT0015]; Ryan et al., [@CIT0047]). The engagement of unitization results in the formation and use of fused representations to represent arbitrary relations. We have proposed that these fused or unitized representations are created by incorporating arbitrary information with information in semantic memory through the use of visual imagery and action representations, and are strengthened by maintaining these unitized representations online in working memory (Ryan et al., [@CIT0047]). Upon retrieval of a unitized representation, the relation between the two items may be derived online by interpreting the actions that are contained therein.

Our present findings from the higher MoCA group are consistent with our prior work showing that unitization can support learning of arbitrary relations in TP in individuals with amnesia (D'Angelo et al., [@CIT0015]; Ryan et al., [@CIT0047]). In Ryan et al. ([@CIT0047]), we report on D.A., an amnesic individual who used a self-generated strategy to learn relations in TP. To achieve successful performance on TP, D.A. would spontaneously imagine the interaction and fusion of pairs of items in a manner that allowed him to determine which item would be the winner (e.g., one object covers another). This unitization strategy was the basis of the experimenter-given strategy used in the present study. When provided with the unitization strategy in a separate condition, D.A. was able to learn arbitrary relations that he had previously failed to learn, and retained them over considerable delays. In this same study, two other amnesic individuals, K.C. and R.F.R., showed no improvements with unitization. It is noteworthy that both K.C. and R.F.R. had more diffuse patterns of damage. D.A. has bilateral damage to the MTL, affecting his hippocampus, perirhinal cortex, and parahippocampal cortex, with additional damage to his entorhinal cortex on the right side, as well as damage to his right anterior temporal lobe. Given the differences in affected regions across these cases, we previously proposed that K.C. and R.F.R. may not have benefited from unitization because their damage extended to, or affected, areas necessary for the underlying processing mechanisms that support unitization.

More recently, we have shown that unitization can support learning of arbitrary relations in another amnesic case, N.C. (D'Angelo et al., [@CIT0015]). N.C. is a case with developmental amnesia, who has more circumscribed damage than the previously tested individuals. Although N.C. has no apparent reductions to his hippocampus, he has damage to the extended hippocampal system (Aggleton, [@CIT0002]; Aggleton & Brown, [@CIT0003]), including bilateral damage to the mediodorsal nuclei of the thalamus, reductions in the left and right mammillary bodies, and in the right fornix. N.C.'s amnesia is consistent with integrated views of temporal lobe and diencephalic amnesia (Aggleton, [@CIT0001]). N.C.'s specific impairment in standard TP conditions is consistent with a previous report of impaired TP learning in a case with bilateral thalamic damage (Rickard et al., [@CIT0044]). Overall, despite their differences in etiology, D.A. and N.C. both show impaired learning under standard training that is mitigated with unitization, similar to the findings here with healthy older adults who pass the MoCA.

Unitization incorporates information from semantic memory with visual imagery and action representation, and as a result may depend on a network of neural regions outside of the hippocampus and its extended network. Based on the neural regions spared in the amnesic cases who did, versus did not, benefit from unitization (D'Angelo et al., [@CIT0015]; Ryan et al., [@CIT0047]), we have suggested that the following neural structures underlie the cognitive processes that are required for unitization. The anterior temporal lobes in interactions with the ventrolateral frontal cortex may mediate the retrieval of existing representations from semantic memory (Moses et al., [@CIT0029]; Noppeney et al., [@CIT0035]). Subsequently, the incorporation of currently presented information with semantic knowledge through visual imagery may be supported by posterior visual cortices (Staresina & Davachi, [@CIT0050]) and the precuneus (Cavanna & Trimble, [@CIT0011]). These fused representations may then be maintained and manipulated online through frontal regions (Badre, Kayser, & D'Esposito, [@CIT0007]; Moscovitch & Winocur, [@CIT0026]). The function of these systems may be inferred to be intact in the higher MoCA group of older adults, given their ability to benefit from unitization. However, additional research is necessary to further examine the role of these structures in supporting performance that would ordinarily require relational memory through unitization.

The present findings are consistent with the recent work examining paired-associate learning, in which improved memory for relations has been found in older adults when they are given strategies that encourage the fusion of items (Bastin et al., [@CIT0009]) or when given materials that promote unitization (Ahmad, Fernandes, & Hockley, [@CIT0004]). Improved memory for paired-associates with unitization strategies has also been demonstrated in amnesic cases, but only in cases with damage limited to the hippocampus and intact familiarity-based recognition (Quamme, Yonelinas, & Norman, [@CIT0041]). Within the paired-associates learning literature, improvements in relational memory with unitization strategies have been related to differential patterns of activation in areas along the ventral visual pathway (Staresina & Davachi, [@CIT0050]) and in perirhinal cortex (O'Neil, Barkley, & Köhler, [@CIT0036]). This prior work in paired-associates learning has shown that unitization helps individuals remember which items were studied together, potentially through familiarity-based recognition (Diana, Yonelinas, & Ranganath, [@CIT0017]; Parks & Yonelinas, [@CIT0040]). Knowledge of which items were previously presented together is insufficient to support performance in the TP task, as each item occurs in the context of each of the other two items an equal number of times. Our findings of improved TP learning with unitization suggest that information regarding the directionality of the relations between items is encapsulated into the representations formed using a unitization strategy. In order to encapsulate directional information, the unitization strategy presented here may require properties that go above and beyond fusion of two items. In particular, we hypothesize that in the present case, unitization critically involves linking items through actions that are within semantic knowledge. To our knowledge, this is the first demonstration that unitization can support learning of this nature in older adults.

Our findings also inform whether all individuals benefit from errorless learning training procedures. Although not the focus of the present study, the unitization training approximated errorless learning procedures (Glisky, Schacter, & Tulving, [@CIT0022]); by providing a cue to the answer on each trial, fewer errors were observed during training for both groups. Relative to trial-and-error learning, errorless learning conditions have generally been found to improve memory performance in amnesic cases (Glisky et al., [@CIT0022]) and in healthy older adults (Da Silva & Sunderland, [@CIT0016]; but see Cyr & Anderson, [@CIT0013]; [@CIT0014]). Both groups showed near-errorless learning conditions during training in the Shapes-Unitized condition. However, the lower MoCA group's performance on Shapes-Unitized dropped at test, even in the immediate test phase. The qualitative difference observed between the two groups during the test phases suggests that errorless learning conditions may not mitigate memory impairments in older adults who show early signs of cognitive decline. More work is needed to test this possibility.

Our failure to find evidence that the unitization strategy supports relational memory performance in older adults who fail the MoCA suggests that these older adults have deficits that go beyond relational binding as mediated by the hippocampus and its extended system. The lower MoCA group's impaired performance in the Shapes-Unitized condition, coupled with their relatively lower accuracy in the RPS condition, likely reflects early deficits in semantic memory, which presumably would otherwise be used in RPS and in support of unitization. However, our neuropsychological test battery did not include traditional tests of semantic memory (e.g., Boston naming test, category fluency test), and more work is needed to bolster our interpretation that impaired RPS performance reflects impaired semantic memory. We also acknowledge that participants in the current study did not receive MRI scans and thus conclusions regarding brain--behavior relationships must be tentative.

Overall, the present work demonstrates that relational memory impairments in healthy older adults can be offset through the use of a unitization strategy. This strategy may support memory by shifting reliance away from relational representations as mediated by the binding functions of the hippocampus and instead toward fused or unitized cortical representations that are formed by integrating relations along with existing information in semantic memory into a coherent unit through visual imagery. Whereas healthy older adults benefit from a unitization strategy, we did not find evidence of such a benefit in older adults who show early signs of cognitive decline. This latter finding suggests that unitization may require a certain threshold of cognitive and neural integrity that is particularly compromised in individuals who fail the MoCA---including those undiagnosed, community-dwelling participants who volunteer their time in psychology labs.

Prior knowledge of RPS rules was included as an additional between-subjects factor in all analyses, and did not affect performance unless otherwise noted.

Group assignment based on neuropsychological test performance yielded similar results as assignment based on MoCA status. Results of these analyses are available upon request.
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Table A1.Results of overall ANOVA on immediate test performance (Df = degrees of freedom, SS = sum of squares, MS = mean squared values). DfSSMS*Fp*η^2^*~p~*Group10.9190.91922.0\<.0010.37Error (Group)381.5850.042   Condition Contrast 1: Shapes-Standard vs. RPS10.9580.95845.1\<.0010.37Condition Contrast 2: Shapes-Standard vs. Shapes-Unitized10.0500.0502.35.1290.03Group by Contrast 1 (Shapes-Standard vs. RPS)10.0670.0673.14.0810.04Group by Contrast 2 (Shapes-Standard vs. Shapes-Unitized)10.0000.0000.02.8990.00Error (Condition)761.6140.021   

Results from the analysis of accuracy on the immediate test are summarized in [Table A1](#T0005){ref-type="table"}. The analysis of accuracy on the immediate test generally replicated the analysis of accuracy on the delay test. Older adults in the lower MoCA group showed greater impairments than those in the higher MoCA group even on the immediate test. Participants in the lower MoCA group had lower overall accuracy (*M* = 0.71, *SE* = 0.05) than did those in the higher MoCA group (*M* = 0.89, *SE* = 0.04; *F*(1, 38) = 22.0, *p* \< .001, η^2^ *~p~* = 0.37). As in the delay test, older adults showed greater impairments on TP with arbitrary relations than when TP was supported by semantic relations. Overall, accuracy was lower in the Shapes-Standard condition (*M* = 0.71, *SE* = 0.04) than in the RPS condition (*M* = 0.93, *SE* = 0.02; *F*(1, 76) = 45.1, *p* \< .001, η^2^ *~p~* = 0.37). In contrast to the results from the analysis on delay test performance, the overall accuracy was not significantly higher in the Shapes-Unitized condition (*M* = 0.76, *SE* = 0.03) than in the Shapes-Standard condition (*M* = 0.72, *SE* = 0.04), the effect of condition was only marginally significant (*F*(1, 76) = 2.35, *p* = .129, η^2^ *~p~* = 0.03).

The group difference was numerically larger in the Shapes-Standard condition (difference = 0.21) than in the RPS condition (difference = 0.11), although this effect was not significant (*F*(1, 76) = 3.14, *p* = .081, η^2^ *~p~* = 0.04). Lastly, group differences did not differ in the Shapes-Standard (difference = 0.21) and Shapes-Unitized (difference = 0.21) conditions (*F*(1, 76) = 0.02, *p* = .899, η^2^ *~p~* = 0.00). Surprisingly, even on the immediate test, the lower MoCA group scored below the elemental threshold (*M* = 0.66, *SE* = 0.04, 95% CI = 0.58--0.74), while the higher MoCA group scored above the threshold (*M* = 0.87, *SE* = 0.04, 95% CI = 0.80--0.94).

[^1]: Cohen's *d* of the difference characterizes the differences between the two groups on each measure. Grey filling on the far right represents effect sizes (light to dark shades represent small to very large effects). For standardized scores, superscripts indicate normed labels: HA, high average; AHA, average-high average; A, average; ALA, average-low average; LA, low average; LAB, low average-borderline.
